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Rehearsal Guide for at Home Practice and Rehearsal

• Boyce Symphony No. 4  
	 Listen to the Youtube Recording listed with these Materials.  Remember that we only 
repeat in the first section of the first movement and the first section of the third movement.  
No repeats in the second movement.  REMEMBER BOW STROKE STYLE!!


•
Les Miserables 

Listen to Youtube Recording listed with these Materials.  Biggest thing to remember…
KEY CHANGES kids.  A minor to D Major to C Major to F Major to A Minor to C Major.  

You can do it, please watch your accidentals.  


The Lovers’ Waltz

	 Listen to Youtube Recording listed with these Materials.  Notice the group is Standing :)!

Practice this standing like we are planning to perform.  Listening to your beat and keeping a 
steady 3/4 Tempo.


The Chase 
Listen to the Youtube Recordings listed with these Materials.  Catch the different tempo 

changes.  This video represents the tempi we have already been rehearsing so playing along 
could work.  




Music for Fun 
While stuck at home.


Violins: 
1.  A Major Etude with Shifting.  Many of you struggle with A Major and remembering 
the three sharps F#, C# and G#.  This etude can help you work on those elements 
while shifting as well.  Look for a video of me playing this for you next week.  But I want 
you all to try learning it before I play it.


2.  Millionaire’s Hoedown.  Fun Piece to play.  Check it out and pull up Youtube video 
of this song. 


3.  Ave Maria by Bach-Gounod:  Beautiful Lyrical piece.  Please watch the  youtube 
video of this song.




Violas: 
1.  Viola Exercises Level 1.  These are for you if you need review of notes on your 
various strings.  Please take this time at home to review if you are struggling in 
orchestra.  

2.  Violas Tunes for Challenging Upper Level Students:  Veracini Gigue and Bach.  

Find Youtube videos of these songs.


Cellos 
1.  Cello Double Stops Tunes:  Check out these familiar tunes while challenging 
yourself to work on your double stops.  I bet you can learn them.  Happy Doubling!

2.  Livi’s Blues:  Great fun tune to get happy while playing some blues music.  Check 
for Youtube videos of this piece.


Bass 
1.  Webster’s Scherzo:  Fun piece that will work your shifting and a little bit of Treble 
Clef reading.  Check out the youtube recordings of this work.  


If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to email or call!

Love Ms. Brosvik


csbrosvik@me.com

832-588-6142


